and wn(Yn)9£0. Here, as usual, 7r¿(Fn) denotes the ¿-dimensional homotopy group of the space F".
Let £n+1 be the solid (« + l)-dimensional sphere and 5" its boundary. A space Y is said to be locally connected in dimension n at a point y0 of F if, given any €>0, there exists a ô>0 such that every mapping f:Sn-+Ni(y0) has an extension F:En+1->Nt(y0). If F is locally connected in dimension n at each of its points, we say that F is locally connected in dimension n ( notation: w-LC). In case Fis locally connected in all dimensions g», we write LC".
In Theorem 2 we shall use the idea of regularly aspheric spaces. According to Hurewicz [2, p. 216] , an arcwise connected space Fis aspheric if 7r¿(F)=0, i = 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ . An aspheric space is regularly aspheric if it is locally connected in all dimensions. In particular [2, p. 216] , every compact one-dimensional, connected, locally contractible space is regularly aspheric.
Following Kuratowski [l] , we shall use the symbol XtY to mean that if C is a closed subset of X and f:C^>Y is any mapping, then there is an extension of/ over X. By 7To(F) =0, we shall mean that F is arcwise connected.
We now list four of the five properties of the space F" (n ^ 1) which we will be interested in:
1". XrYn implies dim X ^ n.
2". dim X g n implies XrYn. 4". F" is LC""1.
Clearly, Yn is a test space for dimension n if and only if it has properties 1" and 2".
Remark.
It is easy to see that dim X = 0 implies XtY for any space F. For a theorem of Borsuk [ó] shows that a closed subset of a 0-dimensional space is a retract of the space. Remark. If n is a positive integer, a space F" with properties 1" and 2" has dimension ^n. For otherwise, property 2" implies that Proof. If the lemma is false, then F" has properties 3B+1 and 4n+l by Theorem 1, and therefore has property 2"+1. But property ln shows that this is impossible. Theorem 2. Let n be an integer 3; 1, and suppose that Yn is compact, n-dimensional, and n-LC. If w = l, we also assume that Y1 is i-simple (i.e., tti(Y1) is abelian). Then if Yn has properties ln and 2", the following statements are true: If « = 1, then iriiY1) is infinite cyclic, and if n3:2 there exists an integer kn>0 such that 7rn(Yn) is the direct sum of kn infinite cyclic groups.
Proof. By Lemma 2, xn(Fn)^0.
We first consider the case n = l. Since dim F1 = 1 and F1 is LC1, it is clear that F1 is locally contractible. Property 21 shows that F1 is connected, and thus we conclude that F1 is regularly aspheric by our remark above. Some results of Hurewicz now show that iri(Yl) has no elements of finite order, other than the identity [2, p. 216], and that 7ri(F') has just one free generator [2, p. 222] . Now suppose n}z2. irn(Yn) is, of course, isomorphic to the «th homology group of F" with integral coefficients by Hurewicz's wellknown Isomorphism Theorem. Since dim Yn = n, then, we see that 7T"(Fn) can have no elements of finite order, other than the identity We now list the fifth property of the space F" which we will consider :
{infinite cyclic if n = 1, the direct sum of kn infinite, cyclic groups if » S: 2.
Theorem 2 states that under the given hypotheses, if Fn has properties 1" and 2", it also has property 5".
Two spaces F and Z are said to have the same homotopy type provided there exist mappings a: Y-*Z and ß:Z-> F such that aß and ßa are homotopic to the appropriate identity mappings. We denote the identity mapping of a space by the symbol 1. Proof. Let Z be a test space for dimension n. We first show that F has property 1". Let X he a space satisfying the relation XtY. To show dim X^n, let C be a closed subset of X and consider any mapping/: C^>Z. Let a, ß be as above. Then ßf: C-» F. Since we are given XtY, ßf has an extension F:X-+Y and this provides a mapping ccF:X->Z. Now aF\ C = aßf and since aß~l, we have oíF\ C~/. An application of Borsuk's Theorem [3] now yields an extension of/ over X. Since Z is a test space for dimension n, this shows that dim X^n.
An argument similar to that above shows that F also has property 2", which completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. The above theorem can be strengthened slightly. It is not necessary that F and Z have the same homotopy type. All that is needed are mappings af.Y-^Z and /3t-:Z->F (t = l, 2) such that otißi~\ and ß2a2~l, and it is not necessary that ai -a2, ßi=ß2. Also, F need not be an absolute neighborhood retract for the first part of the theorem. Lemma 4. Let 21 = S1 and if n is an integer ^2 let 2n be the union of kn n-spheres S?, • • • , 5£o (kn determined from Theorem 2) with a single common point. Then 2n is a test space for dimension n.
Proof. 21 is, of course, a test space for dimension 1. Now suppose n~¿2. Clearly, 2" is an absolute neighborhood retract, so it is locally connected in all dimensions. Also, note that ir¿ (2n) To show that 2n has property 1", let us be given a space X satisfying the relation Xt2". Let C be a closed subset of X and consider any mapping/:
C->S5'C2n. We are given an extension F'.X->2n of/. Now it is easy to see that there exists a retraction r: 2"->5%. Therefore rF is an extension of / over X (relative to S?) and this proves that dim X^n. Theorem 3. Let n be an integer ^1 and let Y" be a compact, ndimensional n-LC space. If n = \, we also assume that F1 is 1-simple. If Yn has properties 3", 4" and 5", then Yn also has property ln.
Proof. If n = 1, a theorem of S. T. Hu [5, p. 358] shows that F1 has the same homotopy type as Sl, so F1 is a test space for dimension 1 by Lemma 3. We close by briefly mentioning test spaces for dimension 0. By our previous remark, if dim X = 0, then XtY for any space F. On the other hand, it is easy to see that if Fis not connected, then a 0-sphere (consisting of the union of two points) is a retract of Y and hence XtY implies dim X = 0. Thus any space which is not connected is a test space for dimension 0. This condition is, of course, not necessary.
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